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ABSTRACT

Modem microcomputers are proving to be viable hosts for telemetry functions, including
data simulators. A specialized high-performance hardware architecture for generating and
processing simulator data can be implemented on an add-in card for the microcomputer.
Support software implemented on the host provides a simple, high-quality human interface
with a high degree of user programmability.

Based on this strategy, the Physical Science Laboratory at New Mexico State University
(PSL) is developing a Programmable PCM Data Simulator for microcomputer hosts.

Specifications and hardware/software architectures for PSL’s Programmable PCM Data
Simulator are discussed, as well as its interactive user interface.

Key words: PCM, simulator, microcomputer, hardware/software architecture, user
interface.

INTRODUCTION

With continued modernization of formats, Pulse-Coded Modulation (PCM) techniques
remain a practical mainstay for transmission of telemetry data.

Recognizing the need for a highly programmable PCM stream, PSL has developed a
software-controlled simulator. Dubbed PC-Sim, its hardware is packaged as an add-in
card for popular microcomputers.

PC-Sim software supports stand-alone operation with a fully interactive control program.
Software drivers will be made available for future embedded applications.



DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Packaging

PC-Sim hardware is packaged on a single printed circuit card, for installation in an IBM
PC-AT compatible microcomputer. The PC-Sim card fits a standard full-sized 8-bit or
16-bit card slot.

PCM Codes, Data Rates, and Formats

PC-Sim generates up to 16 standard PCM codes; the following are currently available:

o NRZL-L,M,S
o Biphase-L,M,S
o Differential Biphase-M,S
o DM-M,S (Miller)
o MDM-M,S (Miller-Squared)
o RNRZ-L (randomized NRZ-L)
o Manchester (Mil-1553)

Parity bit insertion and output signal polarity can be selected under software control. Field
retrofits of custom codes are supported by device (EPLD) changes.

PC-Sim features a programmable frequency synthesizer for output data rates from 100 to
10  transitions/second. An external 2X bit-rate clock may also be used.7

Simulation data takes the form of 1-bit to 64-bit words, with lengths programmable on a
word-by-word basis. Complex data structures with words, frames, subframes, and
sub-subframes can be constructed to a maximum of 2  words or 2  (1,048,576) bits.16   20

Timing signal outputs include 0-degree and 90-degree bit rate clocks as well as word,
frame, subframe, subsubframe rate pulses, and programmable word marker pulses.

Realtime Processing

In addition to playback of static data, PC-Sim can perform “realtime” data processing on
each data word as it is emitted. Words may be individually programmed to increment,
decrement, complement, rotate, or randomize their data. For special requirements, custom
word “programs” can be compiled and added.



PC-Sim’s interactive control program allows the user to dynamically examine and alter any
PCM word’s data or program, and activate word marker pulse outputs. Output PCM code
selection and bit rate are also under software control.

Finally, amplitude and offset adjustments of the output signal are controlled either by
software or a potentiometer adjustment on the rear panel of the PC-Sim card.

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

To process simulation data, PC-Sim provides its own dedicated high-performance
microprocessor. As a result, simulator performance is not degraded (or improved) by the
host CPU.

Still, virtually every aspect of operation is controlled by the host CPU: images of control
registers, simulation data and control parameters, and the control microprogram are all
“downloaded” from the host. The approach is extremely flexible.

Once configured, the simulator can operate stand-alone. Interactive commands from the
host are accepted and processed in realtime, without interrupting PCM output.

Figure 1 is a major block diagram for PC-Sim. The hardware architecture is modular, with
the following parts:

o Host Microcomputer Interface
o Microprocessor
o Microsequencer and Microprogram Memory
o Data/Control Memory
o Frequency Synthesizer
o PCM Encoder

Host Microcomputer Interface

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the Host Microcomputer Interface, whose hardware is I/O
mapped into the address space of the host microcomputer. The interface generates a single
interrupt (IRQ 9) to the host CPU and uses its hardware reset signal.

I/O registers are a maximum of 8-bits wide. An indirect addressing scheme is used, so that
only four host I/O locations are consumed by the interface.



The four output transfers from the host CPU are:

Address
Offset Operation

+0 LS pointer register load
+1 MS pointer register load
+2 indirect register data write or strobe issue
+3 indirect memory data write with pointer post-increment

The four input transfers to the host CPU are:

Address
Offset Operation
+0 LS status register read
+1 MS status register read
+2 indirect register data read or strobe issue
+3 indirect memory data read with pointer post-increment

LS and MS pointer registers are loaded as 8-bit values. The pointers operate in two modes:

o 8-bit register pointer (LS pointer register only)
o 16-bit memory pointer (LS + MS pointer registers)

8-bit pointer mode use the LS pointer register as an 8-bit address, at which an 8-bit data
transfer occurs by means of an I/O write or read at offset +2.

Accessible registers for the Host Microcomputer Interface will be described in the
modules where they are embedded.

16-bit pointer mode uses LS and MS pointer registers to define a 16-bit address, at which
an 8-bit data transfer occurs by means of an I/O write or read at offset +3. The 16-bit
pointer register is automatically incremented after each data transfer. This feature allows
high-speed block transfers of memory data to PC-Sim.

The host interrupt request IRQ9 may be set by PC-Sim’s microprocessor to get the
attention of the PC-Sim control program executing on the host CPU.

PC-Sim is currently implemented with an 8-bit I/O-mapped control interface for an 80x86
microcomputer host. Card base I/O address is configured via DIP switch.



Microprocessor

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the 29117 microprocessor. PC-Sim uses a CMOS version,
with a nominal clock cycle time of 100 nanoseconds.

The 29117 architecture features 16-bit data paths interconnecting the following elements:

o 32-word x 16-bit RAM
o Accumulator
o Data Latch
o Barrel Shifter and ALU
o Priority Encoder
o Status Register
o Condition-Code Generator/Multiplexer
o Three-State Output Buffers
o Instruction Latch and Decoder

Externally, the 29117 owes much of its speed to a 16-bit, three-bus architecture:

o I[0..15] Instruction Input
o D[0..15] Data Input
o Y[0..15] Data Output

The 29117 has a powerful instruction set which is optimized for high speed controller
applications. Eleven types of instructions are defined:

o Single Operand
o Two Operand
o Single Bit Shift
o Rotate and Merge
o Bit Oriented
o Rotate by n Bits
o Rotate and Compare
o Prioritize
o Cyclic-Redundancy Check
o Status
o NOP

All 29117 microinstructions are executed in a single clock cycle.



Microsequencer

Unlike conventional microprocessors, the 29117 does not fetch its own instructions: an
external microsequencer is required. PC-Sim implements this function with the 2910
Microprogram Controller, whose block diagram is shown in Figure 4.

The 2910 maintains a 12-bit microaddress counter, to address a maximum of 4K (4096)
microinstructions. The microaddress value can be cleared, loaded, incremented,
decremented, pushed onto a stack, or popped from a stack with conditional controls.

A 4-bit microsequencer instruction field selects 16 operations; condition code and enable
inputs are tested for conditional branches.

Microprogram Memory

Microprogram Memory holds 4K microinstructions, which are 48-bit wide “words”, with
the following fields:

(16-bits) 29117 I[0..15] Microprocessor Instruction
(4-bits) 29117 T[1..4] Microprocessor Test Control
(1-bit) 29117 OET Test Output Enable
(1-bit) 29117 DLE Data Latch Enable
(1 -bit) 29117 /OEY Output Enable Y
(1-bit) 29117 /SRE Status Register Enable
(4-bits) 2910 I[0..3] Microsequencer Instruction
(3-bits) CC[0..2] Condition Code MUX Control
(16-bits) ID[0..15] Immediate Data Field
(1-bit) /IMM Immediate Data Field Enable

Figure 5 illustrates this with a block diagram of Microprogram Memory.

Note that the Immediate Data field is “shared”. Its least significant 12-bits are always
available to the 2910 microsequencer as a “pipeline” jump address, as controlled by the
2910.

Enabled as Immediate Data, it is gated onto D-Bus and may be loaded as an immediate
data value into the 29117 microprocessor’s data latch by DLE. Disabled as immediate
data, it defines two 8-bit address fields: one selects an input source for the D-Bus and the
one selects and output destination for the Y-Bus.



The parallel output of the Microprogram Memory is latched into a 48-bit pipeline register.
This enables simultaneous execution of an instruction and fetching of the next instruction.

Data/Control Memory

The data unit for PC-Sim processing is called an atom, a parallel value from 1-bit to
16-bits long. Output PCM data words of arbitrary length are constructed with one or more
atoms. Simulation data structures are comprised of any combination of up to 64K (65,536)
atoms of assorted lengths, to a maximum total capacity of 64K x 16 or 1M (1,048,576)
bits.

An atom number identifies each atom. A 16-bit Atom Address Register (AAR) holds the
number of each atom as it is processed. The AAR is loaded or incremented by PC-Sim’s
control microprogram.

Figure 6 is a block diagram of the Data/Control Memory. For each atom, Data/Control
Memory stores four 16-bit values for realtime processing:

o Control Word #1
o Atom Data
o Control Word #2
o Process Vector

Atom Processing via Data/Control Memory

The Data/Control Memory is intimate to atom processing. A common microprogram
segment operates Data/Control Memory to fetch information, transfer execution to a
specific microroutine, and update data.

 After updating the AAR to the number of the current atom, the control microprogram
waits for room in the input FIFO of the PCM Encoder. On resumption, four successive
reads of the Data/Control memory access the atom parameters.

Control Word #1 contains the following information:

(4-bits) Atom Length (in bits) - 1
(1-bit) Bit Transmission Order
(4-bits) First Bit Transmitted
(1-bit) Word boundary marker
(1-bit) Frame boundary marker
(1-bit) Subframe boundary marker



(1-bit) Subsubframe boundary marker
(1-bit) Terminal atom marker
(1-bit) Atom marker #1
(1-bit) Atom marker #2

As expected, the Atom Data value is simply the current numerical value of the atom.

Control Word #1 and Atom Data values are fetched into 29117 registers. In parallel,
hardware transfers both values to the PCM Encoder module’s input FIFO.

The front end processor for the PCM Encoder module utilizes Control Word #1 to control
serial to parallel conversion of the Atom Data. Marker bits are output as indicator signals
during PCM output of each atom.

Processing continues by fetching Control Word #2 into the 29117. The format of Control
Word #2 depends on the processing performed. It may be unused, contain an alternate
word value, a processing mask, etc.

The final stage of atom processing fetches the Process Vector value, which consists of two
parts:

(12-bit) Process Routine Pointer
(4-bit) Process Segment

The Process Routine Pointer field is read into 2910 Microsequencer to transfer execution
of the control microprogram to an appropriate processing routine. The Process Segment
field is an extension address value for the Process Routine Pointer.

Each atom links to a specific processing routine, through its Process Routine Pointer. In
the simplest case (for static Atom Data), the routine is simply a “NOP”. For other cases,
the 29117 updates (increments, decrements, rotates, complements, etc.) its copy of Atom
Data and writes a new value back to Data/Control Memory. All processing routines
terminate by returning execution back to the main program loop, to process the next atom.

Processing routines can be shared between atoms; a single routine can be linked to as
many atoms as desired.

Frequency Synthesizer

PC-Sim incorporates a [Stanford Telecom STEL-1375A] Digital Direct Frequency
Synthesizer, packaged on a plug-in 2.5 x 1.3 inch module. An external 50 MHZ



crystal-controlled oscillator drives the module’s Numerically-Controlled Oscillator (NCO).
Figure 7 is a block diagram for the module.

The NCO operates by adding the number in a programmable 32-bit Delta-Phase register to
an accumulator on each input clock cycle. The accumulator represents a monotonically
increasing phase angle: its value addresses a sine/cosine lookup table whose output is a
10-bit digitized sinusoid.

Output frequency of the NCO is directly related to the input [50 MHZ] clock by:

F  = (F  x Delta-Phase) / 2out  clock
32

The digitized output drives a high-speed 10-bit D/A converter to generate the analog
output. PC-Sim provides an external low-pass filter for the output, followed by a squaring
circuit to generate the 2X bit-rate digital clock.

In the interest of spectral purity, the maximum practical output frequency for the NCO
must be limited to about 40% of the input clock frequency. This corresponds to 20 MHZ
for the 2X clock.

An additional programmable Phase-Modulation register component is added to the
accumulator output prior to the lookup table. This feature is accessible in PC-Sim and may
be exploited in the future to generate phase modulation.

The Frequency Synthesizer is controlled via the Host Microcomputer Interface, which
writes 8-bit data directly to the unit to load its control registers. An external Synthesizer
Control Register (SCR) is also provided.

PCM Encoder

As shown in Figure 8, the PCM Encoder module consists of the following parts:

o Input FIFO
o Parallel-Serial Converter
o PCM Encoder
o Signal Conditioners



The Input FIFO is 1K x 18 bits wide; each 16-bit value written to the FIFO has a 2-bit ID
code, which identifies the type of data. Only two of the four possible FIFO data types are
currently defined:

o Control Word #1
o Atom Data

The FIFO FULL status is monitored by the 29117, which waits for room in the FIFO
before writing data to it.

As described above, Control Word #1 contains information for parallel to serial conversion
of the Atom Data, specifically:

(4-bits) Atom Length (in bits) - 1
(1-bit) Bit Transmission Order
(4-bits) First Bit Transmitted

The remaining Control Word #1 bits are “markers”, which are latched and output during
the serial transmission of the encoded PCM bitstream for the atom. Marker signals are
output on the rear panel connector.

The bitstream output of the Parallel-Serial Converter feeds the PCM Encoder, which
generates the appropriate PCM bitstream for output. 0- and 90-degree bit rate clocks are
derived from the 2X clock from the Frequency Synthesizer.

The PCM Encoder simultaneously emits two bitstreams:

o NRZL
o selected PCM code

An 8-bit Encoder Control register, loaded via the Host Microcomputer interface, contains
the following information:

(4-bits) PCM Code Select
(1-bit) Output Invert
(1-bit) Parity Enable
(1-bit) Odd Parity Select
(1-bit) spare



Output Signal Conditioners include TTL buffers and an analog buffer with adjustable level
and offset for the PCM Code output. Manual analog adjustment controls are also provided,
on the rear panel next to the output connector.

Hardware Implementation Considerations

In the interest of clarity, block diagrams are simplified in this document. Data paths,
registers, buffers, and control logic associated with loading and configuring various
modules are generally not shown. These components increase circuit complexity and card
real estate requirements for PC-Sim.

In many cases, larger commercial [Altera] EPLD modules are reducing packaging
problems. PC-Sim also exploits EPLDs in the interest of programmability.

Other developments in LSI devices, such as programmable FIFO buffers and two-port
memories promise to improve performance as well as packaging.

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

Microprogram and control program softwares are very distinct entities in the PC-Sim
design. Microprogram software quite a low-level control activity, in contrast to control
program software.

Microprogram Software Considerations

While 4K words of Microprogram Memory might seem scant to the uninitiated, it
represents more than adequate storage for the application.

To appreciate this, consider first that each microinstruction 48-bits wide and
simultaneously issues an instruction to the microprocessor, selects a condition code,
controls the next microaddress generation, and passes immediate data or gates data for
both input (D-bus) and output (Y-bus), all in a single [100 nanosecond] clock period.

Another factor in this application is that a single short processing loop can fetch data and
initiate processing for each atom. Finally, code for a single microroutine can be shared by
many processes. Calls to microsubroutines can also be used with the 2910
microsequencer. A simple, concise program structure is possible.



The microprogram code is admittedly cryptic and tedious; its “low-level” nature is
characteristic of very high speed processing. Fortunately, the PC-Sim user is isolated from
these intricacies by an interactive high-level control program, which provides several
layers of abstraction.

Control Program Considerations

At this writing, the PC-Sim control software continues to be developed. This software
consists of two components:

o (low-level) Driver Routines
o (high-level) Control Program

Driver software has been developed using Assembly and Modula-2. These routines have
been linked to various test programs during development. Source will be available for the
released version of the Driver, along with appropriate documentation for the PC-Sim Host
Microcomputer Interface.

The Control Program is being developed in Modula-2. The completed PC-Sim Control
Program will feature a menu-driven graphics interface and the ability to create, load, edit,
and store complete PC-Sim configurations for later use. Source for this software will
remain proprietary; it will be sold as an executable package.

CONCLUSION

A Programmable PCM Data Simulator for microcomputer hosts is under development at
PSL. The design takes advantage of the host’s high quality human interface, while
providing high-performance by means of its specialized hardware architecture.
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